
Northcliffe, 157 Riverway Road (Boorara
Brook)
Second Chance, Sale Fallen Through

The home is unique with elements of rustic, married with the modern, offering a
welcome feel with a quirky twist.  If timber features are your appeal, then you will
love the use throughout the home, bringing the casual feel of the outside and
connecting this ambiance within the home.  Timber elements are used to add
the informal with the convenience of the modern.  The modern being the
bathroom, kitchen and laundry all updated to be current in its efficiency and
good looks.  The bathroom with the large shower recess, corner spa bath and
wood vanity offer lots of space.  The kitchen with large 900 gas oven, under-
bench storage and a gorgeous expanse of timer bench to merge into the feel of
this open plan zone.   The added benefit here is the kitchen which connects to the
outdoor expansive space on the deck.  The entertaining possibilities are left to
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your creativity, a kitchenette for those summers outside, winter inside with the
blinds down to keep away those chilly days.  This is a space for all seasons.
Neighboured by the countryfied living space you can just imagine a lifestyle of
relaxation and gentle days of leisure within this laidback environment.

Five great bedrooms with the master upstairs a little away to create a parent's
refuge with a deck out, to sit and take in the landscape.  The others have picture
perfect views through windows that capture the nature and natural surrounds
that are in abundance.
Outdoors on the home-front are garages and sheds for all of the stuff we love to
accumulate on the land, you will have an area no matter what you decide.  With
solar panels, waters tanks and water on the land many of the aspects of
hideaway living are in place.

Sid's campground is one of those places that you go to really get away from it all.
It currently offers all the basic amenities that campers need and welcomes a
many tired traveler or two.  Activities are for your making, you are surrounded by
true bushland, waterways and further afield, lots of adventure throughout this
amazing region.  With many spots to set up a caravan or tent plus areas to come
together have a chat and share your knowledge.  Sit around the firepit, under the
gazebo or under the stars, what a place to offer family and or new friends from
afar.

Checkout Sid's Campground on facebook and you will agree that it is a nature-
based free-range style of camping.  With walk trails at your doorstep and its dog
friendly to, so the whole family is welcome.  A customer review conjures up the
essence “Sid's place is quirky.  We are loving our stay here, decided to stay
another night. Quiet, peaceful, and friendly.  The facilities are unique, love them.
Plenty of walks etc around the area. Awesome spot”.   We could not describe it
better ourselves.

Whether you would like to continue the success of this special place or create
your own private hideaway, contact Colin for a chat about this unique
opportunity in an idyllic setting in a beautiful part of the Southern Forrest Region.
Disclaimer: We are not selling the business, just the Freehold, but as the property
is income producing it may effect what you can borrow if you are looking finance
the transaction.

House
*Large Deck with Outdoor Kitchenette
*Wood Fire
*Reverse Cycle Air Conditioning
*2.4KW Solar Power on house

Exterior
*42.98ha (106 acres)
*Several waterholes and dams
*6.5KW Solar Power on shed
*35 acres of Blue Gums (good source of firewood)
*Huge shed & studio with space for all the tinkering
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*Water tanks

The Camp Ground
*Licensed and Shire approved for 118 people
*40 sites (7 powered sites)
*Toilets, bathrooms & undercover dining area
*Camp kitchen
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